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Power & Input Modes
Using the ITB174 Sound Bar

Bluetooth
Connecting your sound bar wirelessly using Bluetooth

Plug the small end of the power cord into the DC Input on the back 
of the speaker, and the large plug into a standard wall outlet.

Indicator Lights

Power

StatuS IndIcator

Power Off Red Light

Line In Mode Green Light

Optical Mode Amber Light

Aux In Mode White Light

Bluetooth Pairing Flashing Blue Light

Bluetooth Connected Blue Light

Pairing a Bluetooth device for the First time 
1. Power on the unit by pressing the Power button. 

2. Press the    button on the remote to switch to Bluetooth Mode, indicated by a slowly  
flashing blue light.

3. Press and hold the Pair button on the side of the unit.  
The pairing indicator will flash blue quickly. When pairing, remain within 3 feet  
of the unit.

4. Using the native controls on your Bluetooth device, select the ItB174 in your Bluetooth  
settings to pair. 
If your device requests a password, enter the default password 0 0 0 0 .  
Refer to the user’s manual for your specific device for instructions on pairing and connecting  
Bluetooth devices.

5.  When successfully paired and connected, a beep will issue from the unit and the Pairing 
Indicator will display a solid blue light.

After initial pairing, the unit will stay paired unless unpaired manually by the user or erased due to a 
reset of the device. If your device should become unpaired or you find it is unable to connect, repeat 
the above steps.
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the Learn Feature
Teach your sound bar to recognize commands from a single remote

What is the learning feature?

The learning feature captures remote commands from your 
television remote, and teaches your bar speaker to operate when 
these commands are pressed. Power, volume and mute are a few 
examples of commands that the bar speaker can learn. 

Why use the learning feature?

Teaching the bar speaker remote commands will reduce the number 
of remotes needed, save time searching for remote codes, and 
improve the ease of operation. 

ItB174 
remote

Sample 
remote

1. With the power Off, press the Learn 
button on the unit. 
 
 

2. Press the button you desire to be 
learned on the included remote.  
 
For example: Volume+  

3. Press the corresponding button on 
your remote. 
 
 

4. Press the Learn button on the unit. 
 
The programmed button on your 
remote will now be able to control  
your sound bar. 

using the Learn Feature


